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Density-functional-based predictions of Raman and IR spectra for small Si clusters
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We have used a density-functional-based approach to study the response of silicon clusters to applied
electric fields. For the dynamical response, we have calculated the Raman activities and infrared~IR! intensi-
ties for all of the vibrational modes of several clusters~SiN with N5328, 10, 13, 20, and 21! using the local
density approximation~LDA !. For the smaller clusters (N5328) our results are in good agreement with
previous quantum-chemical calculations and experimental measurements, establishing that LDA-based IR and
Raman data can be used in conjunction with measured spectra to determine the structure of clusters observed
in experiment. To illustrate the potential of the method for larger clusters, we present calculated IR and Raman
data for two low-energy isomers of Si10 and for the lowest-energy structure of Si13 found to date. For the static
response, we compare our calculated polarizabilities forN510, 13, 20, and 21 to recent experimental mea-
surements. The calculated results are in rough agreement with experiment, but show less variation with cluster
size than the measurements. Taken together, our results show that LDA calculations can offer a powerful
means for establishing the structures of experimentally fabricated clusters and nanoscale systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A key challenge in the study of atomic clusters is to d
termine the arrangement of the atoms in the clusters. S
direct experimental observations of cluster structures
typically not possible, a combination of theoretical calcu
tions and indirect experimental measurements must be
to definitively establish the structures. One approach
volves vibrational spectroscopy. Here the frequencies
served in an IR or Raman experiment are matched aga
frequencies calculated for a candidate structure. Recent w
using Raman1 and IR ~Ref. 2! spectroscopy combined wit
ab initio quantum-chemistry~QC! calculations was success
ful in determining the structures of Si3 - Si7. A crucial in-
gredient in this work was the theoretical prediction of the
intensity and Raman activity of the various vibration
modes. Unfortunately, QC techniques become prohibitiv
complex for clusters much larger than Si7. However an al-
ternative method~Ref. 3!, based on the density-functiona
theory ~DFT!,4,5 has recently been shown to yield accura
results for hydrocarbon molecules.3 Further, because of th
computational efficiency of approximations based on D
this methodology has been successfully applied to sign
cantly larger clusters with as many as 20–40 atoms.6,7

In this paper we use this technique to calculate the IR
Raman response of small Si clusters, as well as their s
polarizabilities. For the smaller clusters, we find that t
DFT-based results are in good agreement with the prev
QC calculations and with experiment, establishing that DF
based IR and Raman data can be combined with experim
tal measurements to identify cluster structures. To illustr
550163-1829/97/55~4!/2549~7!/$10.00
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the potential of this method, we compute the IR and Ram
spectra for two low-energy isomers of Si10 and for the most
stable Si13 structure that has been proposed in the literatu

A large body of results has demonstrated the accurac
the local-density approximation~LDA ! in predicting struc-
tural properties such as bond lengths and bond angles8 In
addition, LDA-based vibrational frequencies rival tho
computed with QC techniques in terms of their agreem
with experiment. The LDA calculations described belo
were carried out using an all-electron Gaussian orbital f
mulation. The codes feature a numerical integration sche9

which ensures high accuracy in the cluster total energies
forces.10 The Perdew-Zunger form of the exchang
correlation functional was used in all the LDA calculations11

For completeness, we have also used the generalized g
ent approximation~GGA! of Perdew and Wang.12 As dis-
cussed in more detail below, we find the GGA results to
very similar to those obtained with the LDA.

Cluster geometries were optimized using a conjugate g
dient algorithm, with starting point geometries taken fro
the literature.13,14 The vibrational modes for the optimize
clusters were computed in the harmonic approximation
constructing and diagonalizing the Hessian matrix.15 The
matrix elements were obtained from finite differences of
atomic forces computed by systematically displacing the
oms of the cluster, making full use of the cluster symme
to reduce the computational demands.3

The IR intensity and Raman activity of the vibration
modes are determined, respectively, by how the electric
pole moment and polarizability tensor of the system cha
with the atomic oscillations. To the lowest order, the r
2549 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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2550 55KOBLAR JACKSONet al.
quired quantities are proportional to the derivatives of
dipole moment and polarizability with respect to the vibr
tional normal modes of the cluster, evaluated at the equ
rium geometry. The IR intensity of thei th vibrational mode
is given by16

I i
IR5

Np

3c F dm

dQi
G2.

Here N is the number of clusters per unit volume,m
is the cluster dipole moment, andQi is the normal coordinate
corresponding to thei th mode. The units of Ii

IR are
~D/Å!2/amu.

The differential cross section for Raman scattering in
i th mode is17

S ds

dV D
i

5
v4

c4
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4pv i
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1
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2
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2
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dQi
D 21S daxz

dQi
D 21S dayz

dQi
D 2G .

Herev is the frequency of the scattered radiation,v i is
the frequency of thei th vibrational mode, anda is the po-
larizability tensor. The above equation assumes the stan
experimental arrangement in which the scattered light is
served at a direction that is perpendicular to both the dir
tion and polarization of the incident beam.IRam is the Raman
scattering activity, typically given in units of Å4/amu. The
above expression forIRam is appropriately averaged over a
cluster orientations. The depolarization ratio for the scatte
light is given by

r5
3b82

45a8214b82
.

To obtain the IR and Raman data, we must compute
dipole and polarizability derivatives with respect to the n
mal mode coordinates. These can be viewed as directi
derivatives in the space of 3N nuclear coordinates and ex
pressed, using the chain rule, in terms of derivatives w
respect to atomic coordinates (Rk). For an arbitrary function
A,

dA

dQi
5 (

k51

3N
]A

]Rk
Xki ,

whereXki is thekth atomic displacement of thei th normal
mode. The necessary derivatives can be expressed in t
of the atomic forces as follows:
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]m i

]Rk
52

]2E

]Gi]Rk
5

]Fk

]Gi
,

]a i j

]Rk
52

]3E

]Gi]Gj]Rk
5

]2Fk

]Gi]Gj
,

whereE is the cluster total energy,Gi is the i th component
of an assumed external electric field, andFk is the calculated
force on thekth atomic coordinate. We obtain the derivativ
by taking finite differences of the forces from independe
self-consistent calculations with an applied electric fie
This approach was introduced by Komornicki and McIver18

Benchmark calculations on a series of hydrocarbon m
ecules plus water3 indicate that absolute IR intensities an
Raman activities with typical deviations of 30–50 % fro
experiment can be obtained with this LDA-based approa
Roughly similar results for the Raman activities were fou
in a different preliminary study using the same ba
approach.19

We have found that the key numerical issues involved
accurately computing the IR intensities and Raman activi
are highly self-consistent wave functions and large basis
including adequate polarization functions.3 In addition, we
have found high numerical precision, which we obtain us
our numerical integration scheme,9 to be important in accu-
rately finding the positions of the vibrational frequencies.
ensure good convergence in the self-consistency cycle,
converge the clusterkinetic energyinstead of the variationa
total energy, using a tolerance of 0.0001 Hartree. The b
set used in the calculations reported below includes
s-type, 8 p-type, and 6d-type orbitals~9,8,6! on each Si
atom, contracted from a set of 15 primitive Gaussians
atom. Previously reported tests6 on the Si4 cluster indicate
that the vibrational frequencies, the IR intensities, and
Raman activities are well-converged using this basis.

II. SMALL SILICON CLUSTERS: Si 3-Si8

A. The infrared intensities

For Si3 through Si8, we studied the lowest-energy stru
tures found by Fournieret al.,13 in their extensive LDA study
of small Si clusters. We used the bond lengths quoted in R
13 to generate starting point geometries, and then relaxed
clusters to their minimum-energy geometries using o
codes. In all cases the relaxation was small, with bo
lengths changing typically by a percent or less. The sm
differences can be attributed to the use of different exchan
correlation functionals. Fournieret al.13 used the functional
of Vosko, Wilkes, and Nusair.20 Our computed vibrationa
frequencies are also in very good agreement with Four
et al. For convenience, we show the relaxed cluster str
tures in Fig. 1.

In Table I we give the freqencies and IR intensities of t
IR active modes computed for the small Si clusters. F
Si3-Si7 we also give the QC results and the experimenta
observed frequencies quoted in the paper of Liet al.2 In that
work, the geometry and vibrational frequencies were co
puted at a high level of theory, including electron correlati
directly for the smaller clusters and perturbatively for t
larger clusters. The IR intensities were computed at
Hartree-Fock~HF! level, using more extensive basis sets.
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The results in Table I show very good agreement betw
the frequencies computed using the two techniques, w
typical differences of approximately 10 cm21. For the abso-
lute IR intensities, quoted in units of~D/Å! 2/amu, the LDA
results are systematically smaller than the quantu
chemistry results by a factor of 2–3.@The latter were quoted
in Ref. 2 in km/mol and converted using the standard c
version 1~D/Å! 2/amu5 42.255 km/mol.# The differences
may be due to the fact that the QC intensities were calcula
at the HF level. Extensive studies on small molecules21 have
shown that HF tends to significantly overestimate IR inte
sities.

Despite the quantitative differences, the LDA and QC
intensities are in very good qualitative agreement. In parti
lar, the calculations agree completely on which are the m
active modes for each cluster. It is interesting to note t
only the modes corresponding to intensities greater tha
equal to 0.20~D/Å! 2/amu ~in the LDA results! could be
identified in the experimental spectra of Ref. 2. The aver
of the QC:LDA intensity ratio for these observed modes
2.4. If we multiply the LDA intensities by this common fac
tor to consider the agreement of the relative intensities,
find that the average difference between the LDA and QC
only about 10% for the strong modes.

The IR results for Si5 stand out as a clear exception to t
agreement described above. For this cluster, the QC calc
tions predict two strong IR modes at 436 and 382 cm21. The
LDA calculations predict IR active modes close to these f
quencies, at 444 and 412 cm21, but the LDA predicts these
modes to bevery weak. Electron correlation effects may b
responsible for the qualitative differences seen in this ca
Li et al., note that the calculated QC bond lengths and vib

FIG. 1. Pictured above are the lowest-energy geometries tha
have found for Si3-Si8 and the geometries for which we have ca
culated the infrared and Raman spectra.
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tional frequencies for Si5 depend sensitively to the treatme
of electron correlation, suggesting that a correlation-rela
effects are particularly strong for this system. The use of
wave functions to compute the IR intensities may thus b
poor approximation in this case.

Interestingly, no modes found in the experimental spec
of Ref. 2 could be assigned to Si5, despite the predicted
strength of the active modes. Liet al.attributed this to a low
concentration of Si5 clusters in the experiment. Our resul
suggest another possible explanation: the Si5 clusters were
present in reasonable numbers in the experiment, but with
modes too weak to detect.

It is interesting to compare the IR results obtained us
the LDA and a recently proposed generalized gradient
proximation ~GGA! to DFT.12 Generally speaking, GGA’s
were introduced to correct the tendency of the LDA
overbind molecules with respect to isolated atoms. M
studies confirm that this is the main effect, with other pro
erties such as bond lengths and electronic densities rem
ing relatively unchanged. For example, use of the GGA gi
rise to little change in the bond lengths or the vibration
frequencies of benchmark molecules studied in Ref. 3; ho
ever, a slight improvement in comparison to experiment w
found for the IR intensities. For Si3-Si8 we find that the
GGA bond lengths are slightly longer by about 1% compa
to the LDA, and typical vibrational frequencies are softer
about 10 cm21. The GGA IR intensities and Raman activ
ties are very similar to the LDA counterparts, with typic
differences less than 10%. In this case the GGA appear

e

TABLE I. Comparison of absolute IR intensities calculate
within the LDA ~this work! and by quantum-chemistry technique
~Ref. 2!, along with the observed IR-active frequencies~Ref. 2!.
Frequencies (v) are in units of cm21 and IR intensities are in units
of ~D/Å!2/amu.

LDA HF Expt.
v IR v IR v

Si3 173 0.09 148 0.21
536 0.80 525 1.41 525
546 0.20 551 0.47 550.6

Si4 53 0.12 101 0.05
249 0.03 239 0.19
496 1.34 499 3.85 501

Si5 174 0.05 160 0.05
412 0.07 382 0.51
444 0.04 436 1.81

Si6 51 0.01 049 0.02
319 0.01 340 0.10
410 0.01
463 0.84 458 2.07 461

Si7 240 0.01 249 0.07
430 0.54 421 1.41 422

Si8 147 0.01
168 0.01
302 0.06
365 0.03
398 0.15
518 0.15
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give no systematic improvement over the LDA in compa
son to either experiment or the QC calculations. We the
fore show only the LDA results in Table I.

B. The Raman activities

In Table II we present our calculated Raman activiti
comparing them with the QC results given in Ref. 1. T
Raman activities are given in relative units, following Ref.
and only the Raman-active modes are shown. We also
the positions of the Raman-active modes found in
experiment.1

The LDA and QC are in excellent agreement regard
the positions of the Raman-active modes; typical differen
are about 10 cm21. The relative activities show quantitativ
differences as large as roughly 100% for the strong
modes, but are in complete agreement in identifying
strong Raman modes. Note that only the strong modes w

TABLE II. Comparison of relative Raman activities calculate
within the LDA ~this work! and by quantum-chemistry technique
~Ref. 1!, along with the observed Raman-active frequencies~Ref.
1!. The relative units are computed separately for each cluster
solute activities cannot be inferred when comparing modes f
different clusters. Frequencies are in cm21 and activities are in
relative units.

LDA MP2 Expt.
v I RAM v I RAM v

Si3 173 1.00
536 0.27
546 2.61

Si4 346 1.00 337 1.00 345
436 0.40 440 0.5
470 3.9 463 5.0 470

Si5 174 1.0
234 0.9
382 0.7
443 0.7
476 6.7

Si6 270 1.0 209 1.0 252
315 1.3 298 2.6 300
384 1.0 376 0.6 386
412 0.8 425 2.0 404
463 7.9 457 7.7 458

Si7 301 1.0 300 1.0 289
347 1.8 339 0.5 340
347 1.4 346 0.5 340
362 4.5 352 1.6 358
448 9.2 441 4.1 435

Si8 105 0.4
225 1.0
257 0.6
292 1.0
314 0.3
318 3.2
348 0.6
404 5.1
515 2.2
-
-
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observed in the experiments. It can thus be seen that
LDA results could have been used to identify the clus
structures in the experiments.

III. THE RAMAN AND INFRARED SIGNATURES
OF Si10 ISOMERS

We have applied our formalism to Si10. The ground state
structure of this cluster has not been completely establish
Balloneet al.22 and Rohlfing and Raghavachari14 suggested a
tetracapped trigonal prism~TTP! as the lowest-energy struc
ture, lying below a tetracapped octahedron~TCO! proposed
by Tomanek and Schlu¨ter.23 In the QC calculation, however
the relative ordering of the two structures depended on
treatment of electron correlation,14 thus raising a question a
to the true ordering of the structures. We find the TTP str
ture to lie 0.67 eV below the TCO. This is in good agreem
with the energy difference of 1.04 eV found by Raghav
chari and Rohlfing14 at the MP4 level of theory and in ex
cellent agreement with the 0.67 eV difference found by O
dejon et al.,24 in a recent nonorthogonal tight-bindin
calculation. The relaxed structures for the TTP and TC
clusters are shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 3, we present predicted IR and Raman spectra
the TTP and TCO structures. In the lower panel is
Gaussian-broadened vibrational density of states~VDOS!
plot, obtained by centering a Gaussian with a full width
half maximum of 6 cm21 on each of the normal mode fre
quencies and multiplying by the degeneracy of the mode
the second and upper panels, respectively, the VDOS
weighted by the IR intensity and Raman activities of t
various modes. For the Raman spectra we show the act
for parallel and perpendicular polarizations. The predic
Raman spectra for the two structures are very similar. T
TCO and TTP structures both exhibit a prominent, polariz
Raman-active peak at 367 cm21 and 38121, respectively.
Since 20 cm21 deviations between LDA and experiment a
not uncommon these polarized peaks are probably not us
for identifying the Si10 geometry in experiments. Both struc
tures exhibit two unpolarized Raman peaks at lower en
gies. The unpolarized peak at 294 cm21 for the TCO cluster
may be observable experimentally.

In contrast to the Raman spectra, the calculated IR spe
shown in the second panel of Fig. 3 are strikingly differe
The TCO spectrum has a single, very strong mode at
cm21. The absolute IR intensity of this mode is about 1
~D/Å! 2/amu, making it stronger than any of the modes co
puted for Si3 - Si8. ~See Table I.! By contrast, the prominen

b-
m

FIG. 2. Pictured above are two candidates for the lowest S10

structures. We find that the TTP structure~left! lies lower than the
TCO structure by 0.67 eV.
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IR modes for the TTP structure lie at 436, 291, and 3
cm21; however, these modes are predicted to be more t
an order of magnitude weaker than the TCO mode, and
potentially difficult to observe in experiment.

Considering that we find the TTP structure to be 0.67
more stable than the TCO structure, we can summarize
prediction of the vibrational signature of Si10: It should con-
sist of a single strong polarized Raman line at around
cm21, a broad but weak unpolarized Raman peak betw
272 and 304 cm21, a sharper and weaker unpolarized R
man peak at 244 cm21, and a very weak IR spectra. Th
broad Raman peak from 272–304 cm21 is due to six differ-
ent vibrational modes and depending on the experime
resolution could appear as a two-peaked structure.

IV. THE RAMAN AND IR SIGNATURES
OF Si13 CLUSTERS

We have relaxed several Si13 isomers, concluding that th
most stable structure is the one found by Ro¨thlisberger25 ~see
Fig. 4! using simulated annealing techniques. This result i
good agreement with recent quantum Monte Ca
calculations.26 The most striking property of the cluster is i
unusually large electronic gap~calculated at 1.60 eV within
LDA !. Figure 4 shows the corresponding IR spectrum, R
man spectra, and vibrational density of states as calcul

FIG. 3. Comparison of the vibrational density of states~VDOS!
and simulated IR and Raman spectra for the two Si10 structures
shown in Fig. 2. The TTP and TCO structures correspond to the
and right panels, respectively. The VDOS was obtained using
cm21 Gaussian broadening and the computed normal mode
quencies. The simulated IR and Raman spectra~for parallel and
perpendicular polarizations! were obtained by weighting the VDOS
data with the IR intensity and Raman activity, respectively, of
various modes.
1
an
us

ur

1
n
-

al
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ed

within LDA. We show both the parallel and perpendicul
Raman spectra. The IR response is rather weak@the strongest
mode at 236 cm21 has an absolute intensity of only 0.1
~D/Å! 2/amu#. The strongest Raman mode~calculated at 337
cm21) is fully polarized as can be seen by comparing t
parallel and perpendicular polarization spectra. Other str
modes appear at 100 cm21, 174 cm21, 220 cm21, and 236
cm21.

V. POLARIZABILITIES OF SILICON CLUSTERS

In a recent paper, Scha¨fer et al. have measured the pola
izabilities of silicon clusters for sizes ranging betwe
N59 andN550 atoms.28 A striking result described in this
paper was a strong variation of the polarizability per atom
a function of cluster size. To address this point theoretica
we have computed the static polarizabilities for the silic
atom as well as our Si10, Si13, Si20, and Si21 clusters
within the LDA.30 A comparison between our results and t
experimental results is presented in Table III. For the sin
atom, the deviation between theory and experiment is
Å3 or 10% which, as discussed below, is what is expec
from previous applications of density-functional theory
such problems. However for the clusters, the average de
tion between the theoretical results and the experimenta
sults is 1.36 Å3 which is slightly larger than the typica
experimental uncertainty of 0.8 Å3 quoted in Ref. 28. While
there is some agreement on the deviations as a functio
cluster size, the theoretical results tend to favor sma
variations with size than were observed experimentally. T

ft
6
e-

e

FIG. 4. The vibrational density of states~VDOS!, IR and Raman
spectra for the Si13 cluster. Both the parallel and perpendicul
Raman spectra are shown.
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2554 55KOBLAR JACKSONet al.
large deviations between theory and experiment seen
Table III stand in contrast to the 5–10 % agreement betw
LDA calculations and experimental polarizations for to nob
gas atoms,29 hydrocarbon and H2O molecules,3 and fullerene
and benzene molecules.30 Some of the differences in Tabl
III may be due to our choice of cluster models. The stru
tures for these clusters have not been definitively determin
so that our calculated polarizabilities may be for structu
different than the ones observed in the experiments. Th
particularly true for the larger clusters (N520 and 21!; how-
ever, the structures used forN510 and 13 have resulte
from extensive theoretical searches for the optimal structu
and are thus good candidates for the ideal structures. It
be particularly interesting to conclusively determine t
structure of these clusters, perhaps with the help of the
man and IR spectra predicted here, in order to better un
stand the differences in the theoretical and experimental
larizabilities.

VI. SUMMARY

We have used the LDA to calculate theexperimentally
observablestatic and dynamical responses of silicon clust
in the presense of external electric fields. For theN53–8
size range we have made a detailed comparison w
previous quantum-chemical-based calculations and w

TABLE III. Comparison of calculated and measured polarizab
ities for Si10, Si13, Si20, and Si21. Experimental results are from
Ref. 27 for the atom and Ref. 28 for the clusters. Units are in Å3 per
atom for polarizibilities and debye for dipole moments.

Cluster umLDA u aLDA aExpt.

Si1 0.00 5.88 5.38
Si10 0.72 4.34 5.50
Si13 0.12 4.40 1.75
Si20 0.02 4.83 3.63
Si21 0.79 4.58 3.10
W

ar

Th
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th

existing experimental data, finding good agreement w
the previous work. These results show that theoretically
termined vibrational spectra based on density functio
theory can be used in conjunction with experimental m
surements to characterize cluster structures. In contras
earlier work on hydrocarbons,3 we did not observe signifi-
cant improvements of the GGA over the LDA for infrare
spectra. An advantage of the density-functional-ba
approach is that it can extend such calculations to clu
sizes beyond the reach of traditional QC techniques. Suc
capability is especially important to the design and fabri
tion of new cluster assembled materials since the interm
ate building blocks may be metastable rather than grou
state structures.

To illustrate the potential of the method, we applied t
formalism to two candidate structures for Si10, obtaining the
predicted spectra given in Fig. 3, and the lowest known i
mer of Si13, with results given in Fig. 4. We have als
recently computed predicted IR and Raman spectra for c
didate structures for Si20 and Si21.

6

In addition to the dynamical response we have determi
the static polarizabilities of four larger clusters (N510, 13,
20, and 21!. The results in Table III show significant differ
ences between the calculated and measured polarizabiliti28

Additional work, including a determination of the structu
of the observed clusters, is required to fully understand th
differences.

It is our hope that LDA-based calculations of Raman a
tivities and IR intensities will be coupled with appropria
experimental measurements to make structure determina
possible for clusters well into the intermediate size ran
This would be tremendously useful for studying the size e
lution of cluster structure.
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